In this paper we present a use case related to the intelligent processing of events coming from the conventional ("cheap") sensors in order to support better energy consumption in commercial buildings. The approach has been implemented using our iCEP framework and deployed in the office space of a real working environment. This research is a kind of the proof of the concept for a new technology that the industry partner would like to exploit. The results are very encouraging: smart decisions for the efficient usage of energy can be made by the intelligent processing of "cheap" sensor events.
INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency in commercial buildings (office space) is a hard problem: none is interested in active supporting it (who does pay indeed), so that some methods for the automatic enforcing better energy consumption have been introduced. Usually, there are some "simple" methods to switch some electric devices on or off based on the current occupancy. For example, if the space around a lamp is inactive for more than ten minutes that lamp will be automatically switched off. This context is based on time interval or other simple conditions, which capture only a part of the real situations that the system should react on. For example, the situation that someone, who was sitting on a desk, is leaving the office, cannot be captured precisely with the traditional sensor equipment (too many false positive, which means the situations are false detected because of unexpected conditions.). Another limitation is that the existing solutions are static, i.e. based on the set of predefined rules, which introduces the problem of maintaining such a rule set (changing the rules based on the changes in the office layout or preferences of employees).
On the other hand, real situations when an energy efficiency system should react on are more sophisticated (complex) and changeable due to the dynamicity in the daily usage of an office space. For example, in an office with more than five people it is difficult to assume that none will be moving for ten minutes. Obviously, not only the information that can be obtained from sensors, but also a kind of reasoning about this information (using domain knowledge) is needed to describe these situation of interests. For example, detecting the situation leaving the office, from above, requires reasoning about the movements of a person from her/his desk till the door, which is quite demanding in the case that the office has more than three desks. To put it in a more clear form: just collecting information from sensors placed from the desk till the door is not enough for a precise detection that only one person walked that trajectory: what is needed is real-time logic reasoning about different sensors that are sensing in the same time from different positions in order to detect that a person who left the desk just walked to the next desk and that colleague left the room. Additionally, it is difficult to assume that there are fixed/predefined patterns of behavior that would lead to switching on/off light. On the opposite, it is to be expected that the behavior patterns should be monitored continuously in order to dismiss old/useless patterns and propose new ones.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. DEBS '11, July 11-15, 2011 Obviously, due to the progress in the development of sensor technologies, there are some systems (e.g. based on the video observation or body heat detection) that can be used for a more precise detection of the above mentioned situations of interests, but the goal of this research is to exploit the usage of the conventional ("cheap") sensors (contact-, moving-, light barriersensors) for this task for two reasons:
high price may stop many customer, -portable, easily upgradable equipment that can be installed and maintained easily in many environments
The main idea of this research is to exploit full potential of intelligent complex event processing in the detection of real-time occupancy situations in an office environment, based on the events that are coming from traditional sensors. In other words, the vision is to enable precise occupancy detection by intelligent processing of "cheap" signals (events).
Although event-based approaches have been applied in some of the scenarios for energy efficiency 1 , all of them are focused on the predefined set of situations that should be discovered (in the traditional way) in real time based on the events coming from various sensors. Although these approaches can change the set of patterns to be detected, none of them, to the best knowledge of authors, is taking into account: a) the situational awareness based on the domain knowledge and real-time events -in order to describe complex situations in a flexible way b) the dynamicity of the patterns to be detected -in order to enable continual adaptation of the system to new situations
In this paper we present a novel approach for achieving energy efficiency that exploits real-time situational awareness in office spaces based on the use of Complex Event Processing and Semantic Technologies.
The approach has been developed in the cooperation with a small engineering company that provides sensor-based solutions and does consulting in the energy domain and whose goal is the commercialization of the solution.
The main idea is to enable a semantic-based description of the situations of interests (i.e. energy consumption patterns) and perform reasoning about those situations in real-time. The approach leverages on our work in the domain of intelligent Complex Event Processing (iCEP) 2 , especially complex event reasoning, that combines a very efficient in-memory processing (on the fly) of a huge amount of streaming data and the reasoning (on the fly) using available domain knowledge and semantic complex event pattern modeling. The approach assumes the existence of the domain knowledge represented in the form of an ontology (so called domain ontology). This knowledge is required for the reasoning process described above.
The approach has been implemented using the iCEP framework and deployed in the real office work space. In the paper we present main findings from the validation experiments which are very encouraging: our current system is able to detect precisely about 80% of leaving the office situations. Rest of 20% of situations is mainly related to some unexpected behavior that could be resolved/modeled if needed (it would take into account some rather specific situations). We present also some experimental data about savings in the energy consumptions that can be achieved in real working environments (about 30% of the energy consumption for lighting, by using low cost equipmenttotal costs of the sensors and actuators for an office for six people is about 300EUR). This leads to the conclusion that the proposed approach can be provided as a low-cost energy efficiency solution that will pay off very fast after introduction.
Another conclusion is that intelligent CEP is a very powerful means for different application scenarios that require "more" complex event processing, especially better understanding of the meaning of low-level events. Indeed, the main advantage of our approach is that by using the "intelligence" (domain knowledge) we can do abstraction from atomic events (like a sensor is "on"), through real-world objects activities (like the door is open), to the so called "situations of interests" (like that someone left her/his desk and went out the room). However, a higher error rate (especially false negative cases) requires a very careful treatment of the intuitive constraints (like if someone moves around a lamp don't switch it off although such an event for switching it off has been detected) that should be modeled in a generalized way in the event detection process itself. We rely on the event reasoning capabilities of our ETALIS CEP engine [2] . Additionally, our current system is able to learn improvements in the detection process (mainly by providing suggestions for the placement of new sensors in order to update some proposed complex event patterns).
The paper is structured in the following way: In the second section we give more details about our Energy Efficiency use case, from the real-time consumption point of view. In the third section we outline the architecture of our solution. In section four we describe some evaluation details, whereas section five elaborates briefly on the related work. In section six we give some concluding remarks.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN OFFICES: STATE OF THE ART AND REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
With energy prices on the rise and the strong push for restrictions on carbon emissions, office managers must focus on minimizing energy consumption in order to keep their business ventures competitive. However, as mentioned in the introduction, saving energy in an office is a hard task. For example, while according to Logicalis 3 , 94% of workers surveyed turn their lights off at home, only 66% thought about doing the same at work. Turning off all lights is often ignored in offices, whose lights continue to shine even after everyone has gone home. On the other hand, many of the energy saving activities can be automated, like "whenever workers leave a room, the lights should be turned off" (see more examples in the Evaluation section).
There are several approaches which are dealing with the automation of this process, which are usually taking into account the following factors for the lighting issues:
-Control of the user's presence in an office, as a necessary condition to turn on the light; -Regulation of the artificial light, in relation to the natural light level; -Possibility of a manual regulation of the light, forcing the automatic regulation, in order to better meet the user's needs. Therefore, the automation of the energy saving process is related to an efficient sensing of the current situation in an office and reacting in particular situations. The best examples are the socalled occupancy controls that limit the operation of the lighting system based on the actual use of the space. Unlike scheduling controls, they do not operate by a pre-established time schedule. Instead, the system senses when the space is occupied and turns the lights on. When the system senses that there has been no activity in the space, it assumes the space is unoccupied and turns the lights off. To prevent the system from turning the lights off while the space is still occupied but there is very little activity, a time delay typically ranging from 1 to 15 minutes can be programmed into the controls. Moreover, the need for more intelligent occupancy control has been reported in many analyses. For example, an analyses 4 in shows that intelligent control can increase the savings in the energy consumption for about 25% comparing to using standard occupancy sensors 5 .
What is the main problem in current systems: lighting controls technology is not flexible (in terms of defining situations of nonoccupancy) and leads to a high number of false-offs.
Let us consider the way how current control mechanisms work nowadays in a so called open office 6 :
• Requires first morning occupant to initiate Lights ON
• Permanent ON status during working hours
•Standard occupancy control during evening non-working hours
• Short time delays during late night guard walk through
The problem is that these systems have a set of predefined modus they can operate in. They can be even more sophisticated that the rules presented above, but the main limitation is that they are movement-and not situation-based. For example, state of the art system will detect the movement of a person in an office and try to react on it, e.g. if it is a first person coming in the morning, the lights will be switched on. The pattern can be even more complex, but the focus remains the same: detect movements and react on it.
4 http://www.objectvideo.com/objects/pdf/solutions/intelligent_bldg_auto mation.pdf 5 On the other hand, standard occupancy sensors can save up to 70% of the energy consumption 6 Example taken from: http://www.sensorswitch.com/nLight.aspx Even the most sophisticated passive infrared sensors 7 that detect the heat given off by the human body that moves works on the level of a person movement.
However, in more complex, but realistic settings, such an approach demonstrates huge limitations: not only the movement, but a whole sequence of movements is relevant for detecting a situation when the occupancy of an office has been changed. Let us consider the situation depicted in Figure 1 .
There is an office space with six desks with separated lighting. The task is to control the lighting of each desk by switching off/on corresponding lamp when a person (who works in the office) is leaving/entering the office. Obviously, leaving/entering the office is a complex situation in such an environment and can be detected only if the signals from different sensors (including the existence of infrared sensors) are combined in an intelligent way. In other words, the lighting control system should react on particular combinations of events generated by available sensors. For example, a combination describing that a person is leaving the region F cloud be (cf. Figure 1 There are two problems in supporting this approach by existing control systems: 1) they can encode only simple combination (if at all) of sensor data, 2) they cannot deal with the general knowledge about the space and persons (e.g. they don't know the notion of the "neighbour regions" in an office) that can help in avoiding false positive cases (false offs)
For example, by defining the knowledge that if somebody is moving in a region, then the light in that region cannot be switched off, we can avoid situations that although the patterns that a person is living a region has been detected, the system will not switch off the light if a movement in that region is detected in that moment.
Other important disadvantages of existing systems are:
1) the energy saving patterns are "hard-coded", which means that all patterns must be explicitly defined in order to be taken into account;
2) there is no abstraction in the pattern definition, so that any kind of generalization is excluded; 3) patterns are "static", so that any kind of changes in the initial setting cannot be realized easily.
In the following section we present an approach based on the intelligent complex event processing that satisfies these requirements. Figure 2 shows the conceptual architecture of the combination of sensor system and iCEP system. On the left side is the sensor system containing sensors and actuators. On the right side is the iCEP system, which can process the sensor information in real time.
iCEP APPROACH FOR THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In the nutshell of the approach is the combination of a sensor system and our intelligent complex event processing (iCEP) system, as presented in Figure 2 . Event adapter transforms the received sensing information to sensor events according to the event schema, which describes the event format that can be recognized by CEP engine. It has two sub components: event schema manager and event transformer. Event schema manager manages the event schema and sends the corresponding schema to event transformer, when the sensing information is received from sensors. Event transformer transforms the Sensing information to sensor events.
Knowledgebase service manages the all knowledgebase, which are used in our system, such as Domain Ontology. Domain ontology models the background knowledge of the use cases.
CEP engine (ETALIS)
is the core of the iCEP system. ETALIS 9 is based on a declarative semantics, grounded in Logic Programming. Complex events are derived from simpler events by means of deductive rules. Due to its root in logic, ETALIS engine also supports reasoning about events, context (domain knowledge) and real-time complex situations. ETALIS loads the domain ontology and does reasoning in the domain ontology to achieve intelligent Complex Event Processing (iCEP). . ESB uses publish/subscribe mechanism to transmit the data, i.e. events and patterns among other components. We use ESB in order to enable consumption of complex events by different services, like the visualization that is not presented in Figure 2 .
Pattern Editor UI provides a graphic editor environment to users. Pattern service manages all defined patterns and sends them to the CEP engine.
Interpretation service interprets the results of the complex event processing and then Procedure manager sends the commands to the actuators.
In the rest of this section we describe how this architecture fulfills the requirements given in the previous section.
ETALIS
ETALIS Language for Events [2] is a logic-based formalism for Complex Event Processing (CEP) and Stream Reasoning. It uses SWI-Prolog Semantic Web Library to represent RDF/XML ontology as a set of Prolog rules and facts. ETALIS is an open-source implementation of the language. The language and a corresponding implementation are based on a novel event processing strategy which detects complex events by maintaining the intermediate states. Every time an atomic event (relevant w.r.t. the set of monitored events) occurs, the system updates the internal state of complex events. Essentially, this internal state encodes what atomic events are still missing for the completion a certain complex event. Complex events are detected as soon as the last event required for their detection has occurred. Descriptions telling which occurrence of an event furthers drive the detection of complex events (including the relationships between complex events and events they consist of) are given by deductive rules. Consequently, detection of complex events then amounts to an inference problem.
Event processing formalisms based on deductive or logic rules [4, 5, 6] have been attracting considerable attention as they feature formal, declarative semantics. Declarative semantics of a CEP system prescribe what the system needs to detect, i.e., a user does not need to worry how that will be detected. In this respect declarative semantics guarantees predictability and repeatability of results produced by a CEP system. Moreover, CEP systems based on deductive rules can process not only events, but also any additional background knowledge relevant with respect to the detection of complex situations in real-time. Hence a rule-based approach enables a high abstraction level and a uniform framework for programming realizing knowledge-based CEP applications (i.e., specification of complex event patterns, contextual knowledge, and their interaction). Such applications can be further supported by machine learning (more specifically data mining) tools, to automate the construction and refinement of event patterns (see [7] ). Although the machine learning support per se is out of scope of this paper, we want to emphasize the importance of the formal, rule-based semantics which can further enable automated construction of both, event patterns (queries) and the background knowledge. These features are beyond capabilities of existing DSMS approaches [8, 9, 10] , and this is one of reasons why ETALIS follows a logic rule-based approach for event processing.
In the following, we identify a number of benefits of the ETALIS event processing model, realized via deductive rules: First, a rulebased formalism (like the one we present in this paper) is expressive enough and convenient to represent diverse complex event patterns. Second, a formal deductive procedure guarantees the correctness of the entire event processing. Unlike reactive rules (production rules and ECA rules), declarative rules are free of side-effects; the order in which rules are evaluated is irrelevant. Third, although it is outside the scope of this paper, a deductive rule representation of complex events may further help in the verification of complex event patterns defined by a user (e.g., by discovering patterns that can never be detected due to inconsistency problems). Further on, ETALIS can also express responses on complex events (as complex actions), and reason about them in the same formalism [11] . Fourth, by maintaining the state of changes, the ETALIS event model is also capable of handling queries over the entire space (i.e. answering queries that span over multiple ongoing detections of complex events). Ultimately, the proposed event model allows for reasoning over events, their relationships, entire state, and possible contextual knowledge available for a particular domain (application). Reasoning in the ETALIS event model can be further exploited to find ways to reach a given aim, which is a task that requires some intelligence. For example, an application or a service needs to reach a stable or known (desired) state. To achieve this, the system has to have a capability to reason about, or to asses states (in a changing environment). Another example is to just "track and trace" the state of any entity at any time (in order to be able to "sense and respond" in a proactive way).
Technically, ETALIS approach is based on the decomposition of complex event patterns into intermediate patterns (i.e. goals). The status of achieved goals is materialized as first class citizens of a fact base. These materialized goals show the progress toward completion of one or more complete event patterns. Such goals are automatically asserted by rules as relevant events occur. They can persist over a period of time "waiting" in order to support detection of a more complex goal or complete pattern. Important characteristics of these goals are that they are asserted only if they are used later on (to support a more complex goal or an event pattern), that goals are all unique, and persist as long as they remain relevant (after that they can be deleted). Goals are asserted by rules which are executed in the backward chaining mode. The notable property of these rules is that they are event-driven. Hence, although the rules are executed backwards, overall they exhibit a forward chaining behavior. For more information, an interested reader is referred to [2] .
Modeling domain knowledge
Using complex event processing (CEP) in a sensor system can improve the performance of the sensor system, especially in realtime requested or high data volume situation. By using patterns, users can define or change the event processing procedure without changing the hardware or software of the system. But it is not so easy for most users to define patterns, especially in the sensor system. The difficulty of the pattern definition can hurt the enthusiasm of users.
The most received events in the system are sent by sensors, which are associated with some real world entities. But normally the events contain only the identity of the sensor and the measured values and no information about the associated real world entities. Hence, the users must distinctly know the associations between the sensors and the real world entities, while the users define the patterns. This can be a too stringent requirement for most of users. Furthermore, because of large amount of the sensors the identity of the sensor is commonly a sequence of digits or letters, e.g. "15484112", "STK5125412" or "ADFBC78A", which is difficult to remember and can be easily mixed up. The measured value of an event is also a challenge: the meaning of the sensed value is not understood by every user, who wants to define the patterns.
Our intelligent complex event processing (iCEP) system uses domain ontology that models the background knowledge to solve the above problem. As shown in the Figure 3 the information of sensors, actuators and associated real world entities are modeled in the Domain ontology. Sensor class models the sensors, which are used in the system. Each sensor has several states according to different measured sensor values. Actuator class models the actuators of the system, such as a radio controlled switch. The functions of the actuators are described in class Process. The Object class refers to the real world entities, e.g. door, lamp and etc. Each object has several statuses, which describe the behaviors of the real world entities. Some of these statuses can be detected by Sensor with the special State, defined by object property detectedWithState; the others are controlled by Actuator by using related Process, defined by object property controlledByProcess. The associations between the sensors (or actuators) and real world entities are also described in the domain ontology by using object property locatedIn.
Figure 3: Domain Ontology
Since the background knowledge can be used during the event processing, pattern definition can be simpler and enable the users, who doesn't know much about sensors, defining the patterns easily.
In our iCEP system the events can be divided into two groups. The first event group is sensor/actuator event that is created by sensors or will be sent to actuators. The events of this type contain the sensor (or actuator) ID and the measured values (or process command for actuator), which can be difficult to grasp without special knowledge, such as sensor ("1234453", "05H").
The second event group is RWE Status event (real world entity event), which presents the status of the real world entities. In the patterns RWE Status event can be used to describe the status of a certain real world entity, e.g. status ("front door", "open"), which can be easily understood by most users. Furthermore taking advantage of background knowledge in the domain ontology RWE Status event can also be used to describe the status of a kind of real world entities, which have the same character, such as status(X, "open") where (rdfs_individual_of(X, 'cep:Door') 11 ), which means a door is opened. In this way we call it universal RWE Status event.
The patterns used in iCEP system can also be categorized into two types. The first pattern type is called a transformation pattern. We use transformation patterns to transform sensor/actuator event to RWE Status event or reversely. The transformation pattern should be defined by the user, who knows not only the sensor system but also the association between the sensors (actuators) and the real world entities. The following pattern is a simple example of the transformation pattern: 
Modeling complex situations
Complex situation are modeled using so called procedure patterns. These patterns are used to describe the workflows of the system, i.e., which status of the real world entity must be achieved when the conditions (the statuses of itself or other real world entities) are met. The procedure patterns consist of only RWE Status events.
The procedure pattern can be defined in two ways. Firstly users can use RWE Status events describing the status of certain real world entities to define the procedure patterns. Because the RWE Status events describing the status of certain real world entities are easy to understand, most users are able to create the patterns.
The following pattern is a simple example of the procedure pattern:
status("lamp of Office 1", "on") <-status("door of office 1", "open") seq status("Desk 1", "used"). This pattern describes a workflow: if the door of office 1 is opened and then the desk 1 is used, which means someone comes into the office 1 and works at desk 1, the lamp of office 1 will be switched on. This pattern defines only workflow for office 1.
In the second way users can use universal RWE Status events in the patterns. Such as: This pattern has the same function as the above pattern, but it defines the workflow not only for office 1 but also for all other offices, which are modeled in the domain ontology. We call such a pattern general procedure pattern. It can define the workflow for all similar situations and is easy to maintain, although it is not very simple for most users.
Reasoning with patterns
As already mentioned, one of the main advantages of our approach is the possibility to define the situations of interests in a declarative way and reason about them based on the incoming sensor data.
In order to illustrate the abstractions introduced by ETALIS, we present here a very illustrative example for the occupancy control based on the office context presented in Figure 1 . Therefore, traditional approaches must cover all possible "evacuation" paths which is a tedious and error prone process. The situation is even worse when we consider that the distribution of objects in the office can be changed -the whole set of rules must be rewritten.
On the other hand, in our approach there is only one logic-based statement that covers all requested situations, by describing them declaratively: 
comment: this statement detects the situation that a person has left the room (after a sequence of traversing between regions) and that after 5 sec the light at the starting location should be switched off
The main advantages of the proposed approach are from the point of view of deploying it in real environment by using nonspecialized personal:
 It separates the real world entity level from the sensor/actuator level  It is easy to add new sensors or actuators and new associations between the sensor/actuator and real world entities by modifying the domain ontology.  Transformation patterns don't need to be changed by adding new sensors/ actuators or changing the association between the sensors and real world entities, if there is no change in the ontology and event format.  Procedure patterns are easy to understand and can be defined by most of users.  General procedure patterns reduce the pattern definition overhead  General procedure patterns simplify the maintenance of patterns.
EVALUATION
The presented approach has been developed as a part of the framework for Energy efficiency designed by an innovative SME, one of authors is with. The approach has been tested in a real office environment and in this section we present the most important results.
The use case is based on simulating occupancy control situations that limit the operation of the lighting system based on the actual use of the space. In other words, if there is a situation that leads to possibly saving energy, being recognized in a way specified in Section 3.4, the corresponding lighting source should be either dimmed or switched off. In order to make the test realistic we have implemented the set of energy consumption patterns developed for a Building Energy Challenge 14 .
We have modeled all these patterns using ETALIS language and the Information model (ontologies) mentioned in Section 3. There were 35 ETALIS procedure patterns (understandable for nonspecialized users) as described in Section 3.3. The setting of the sensors was very similar to that presented in Figure 1 .
In the evaluation we used ELV FS20 sensor systems including FS20 PIRI-2 motion sensor, FS20 IR light barrier sensor, FS20 TFK contact sensor and FS20 ST-3 radio electrical socket. The motion sensor and the light barrier sensor have a minimal send time interval of 8 seconds, which means they can only send a single value every 8 seconds. In the case of a high activity frequency, the sensors can't detect all activities.
We performed two general types of tests: A. Completeness of modeling situations using ETALIS language B. Energy savings using the proposed approach each relevant situation has been described with one ETALIS statement. For the manual method (describing each individual rule without any generalization as ETALIS can do) about 250 rules would be used. It is obvious that the rule maintenance in our case is much more easier -ETALIS experts must be involved in the process of generating new statements. Especially error prone is the syntax of the language. We are anyway working on the editor for the ETALIS language that might resolve this problem (in a way)
2) The precision of the detection process
Result:
In the specialized test that ran within ten days in the office environment we experienced 903 situations that belong to the list of defined energy consumption patterns. Using ETALIS engine we detected 734 situations (more that 80%). There were 42 situations which hadn't been detected since there was an error in sensors readings. ETALIS currently supports some types of the advanced detection, like out-of-order detection or event retraction that might help in such situations. However, in this experiment we didn't use them -There were 135 situations that ETALIS couldn't recognize since the setting of sensors was not sufficient to recognize them due to various reasons we describe in test B
In the context of test B we performed an experiment in order to measure savings in the energy consumption. We have measured the power saving time in the period of one month on in an office with six work places. We find this setting as a very common one. As already explained, our declarative approach doesn't depend on the number of sensors and the size of the room. We performed several changes in the layout of the room (position of sensors) but without the need to change the complex event patterns. Therefore, the abstraction provided by our language is correct: interesting situations are defined on the level of objects, independently from the current position of sensors. Table 1 presents the results from this experiment. In the last column we present the average value of measurements and in the rest of the columns the values for four particular days (1st, 10th, 20th and 30th) in order to illustrate how theses consumption values varied.
Power saving time represents the time when some electric devices were switched off because of the situation that the corresponding person (related to that device) had left the room.
We are quite satisfied with the general result of the experiment: the proposed approach leads to significant reductions in the energy consumption. We didn't encounter any example of the false positive.
The only problem we have faced is the rather huge error rate, whereas an error represents the number of situations that hadn't been detected by using currently deployed patterns (false negative). In the following we give an explanation (i.e. interfere factors) of these situations. The first interfere factor is the precision of the sensors. In the evaluation we used ELV FS20 sensor systems including FS20 PIRI-2 motion sensor, FS20 IR light barrier sensor, FS20 TFK contact sensor and FS20 ST-3 radio electrical socket. The motion sensor and the light barrier sensor has have a minimal send time interval of 8 seconds, which means it they can only send a single value every 8 seconds. In the case of a high activity frequency, the sensors can't detect all activities. Furthermore, the sensors can't detect some situations such as two people come into the office together. In this situation -the sensors are not able to recognize the number of the people and only one lamp will be switched on.
To overcome this factor, we can use more sensors and the better sensors to increase the precision of the event detection.
The second interfere factor is unanticipated activity in the office. For example, one a user forgets to close the door after coming into the office. Then when another user leaves the office, he doesn't need to open the door, which is a necessary event according to the pattern. In this situation, the lamp will also not be switched off. Similarly, a visitor has visited the office, when he leaves the office, one lamp in the office will be wrongly switched off. This factor problem can be overcome by installing automatic door closing device and using new sensor technologies (such as RFID) to recognize the identity of the user such as RFID.
The third interfere factor is results from the fact that the pattern definition doesn't match the character of a user. In the pattern we have defined that the movement event and door open event must happen within 5 seconds to trigger the switch off event. If one a user is accustomed to do something else costing more than 5 seconds before he opens the door, then his lamp will not be switched off. The problem can be solved by doing some study on the characters of the users before defining the patterns.
Modeling the above mentioned situations will be one of the subjects of the further work.
Discussion: As we already stated in the introduction, these results are very encouraging: our approach can be used for precise modeling of about 80% of relevant situations that results in a saving of about 30% of average energy consumption in an office space with separated lighting system for each work place. Rest of 20% could be modeled by using more sensors or more complicated patterns. This procedure can be applied in some specific, customized use cases where the precision of the detection is a very important factor.
On the other side the sensor equipment we have used is very cheap: about 300EUR for the presented testing environment. It leads to the conclusion that such a solution will pay off in a short period of time. Obviously the business model for the provider of this solution would be offering services for modeling and maintaining situations, including modeling of domain ontology. By taking into account that the maintenance of this approach (pattern management) can also be supported by the iCEP framework the total costs is still quite low.
In this paper we don't tackle the problem of false positive situations, i.e. switching on/off the lights in wrong situations. Very briefly, except some trivial design errors we faced at the beginning of experiments, this problem didn't disturb the participants in the experiment significantly (informal interviews).
Since we have been focused on the energy saving, we performed only analyses related to that issue. However, false positive are the subjects of the test we are about to perform.
RELATED WORK
In this section we present only the related work regarding the current lighting control systems. Related work to our approach for complex event processing can be found in [2] .
Current lighting and climate control systems often rely on building regulation maximum occupancy numbers for maintaining proper lighting and temperatures. However, in many situations, there are rooms that are used infrequently, and may be lighted, heated or cooled needlessly. Having knowledge regarding occupancy and being able to accurately predict usage patterns may allow significant energy-savings.
In [13] , the authors reported on the deployment of a wireless camera sensor network for collecting data regarding occupancy in a large multi-function building. They constructed multivariate Gaussian and agent based models for predicting user mobility patterns in buildings.
In [14] , the authors identified that the majority of this energy waste occurs during the weekdays, not during the weeknights or over the weekends. They showed that this pattern of energy waste is particularly suited to be controlled by occupancy sensors, which not only prevent runaway operation after typical business hours, but also capture savings during the business day.
An analysis of the impact of the new trends in energy efficient lighting design practices on human comfort and productivity in the modern IT offices is given in [14] .
In [15] , the authors presented the design and implementation of a presence sensor platform that can be used for accurate occupancy detection at the level of individual offices. The presence sensor is low-cost, wireless, and incrementally deployable within existing buildings.
An examination of different types of buildings and their energy use is given in [16] . The authors discussed opportunities available to improve energy efficient operation through various strategies from lighting to computing.
As a conclusion, there are many approaches for the lighting control, but none of them is using a more declarative approach that would enable efficient real-time situation detection.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a novel approach for achieving energy efficiency in commercial buildings (especially sensor-enabled offices) based on the application of intelligent complex event processing and semantic technologies. In the nutshell of the approach is an efficient method for realizing real-time situational awareness that helps in recognizing the situations where a more efficient energy consumption is possible and reaction on those opportunities promptly. Semantics allows a proper contextualization of the sensor data (its abstract interpretation).
Complex event processing enables the efficient real-time processing of sensor data and its logic-based nature supports a declarative definition of the situations of interests.
The approach has been implemented using the iCEP framework and deployed in the real office work space. In the paper we present main findings from the validation experiments which are very encouraging: our current system is able to detect precisely about 80% of leaving the office situations. Rest of 20% of situations is mainly related to some unexpected behaviour that could be resolved/modeled if needed (it would take into account some rather specific situations). We present also some experimental data about savings in the energy consumptions that can be achieved in real working environments (about 30% of the energy consumption for lighting, by using low cost equipmenttotal costs of the sensors and actuators for an office for six people is about 300EUR). This leads to the conclusion that the proposed approach can be provided as a low-cost energy efficiency solution that will pay off very fast after introduction.
Another conclusion is that intelligent CEP is a very powerful means for different application scenarios that require "more" complex event processing, especially better understanding of the meaning of low-level events. One of the main advantages is the usage of the domain knowledge (ontology) that enables a very efficient abstraction from atomic events (like a sensor is "on"), though real-world objects activities (like the door is open), to the so called "situations of interests" (like that someone left her/his desk and went out the room).
Additionally, our current system is able to learn improvements in the detection process (mainly by providing suggestions for the placement of new sensors in order to update some proposed complex event patterns).
Future work will be related to modeling a more comprehensive set of patterns for representing more complex situations as described in the Evaluation section. Additionally, new tests for false positive cases have been planned
